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DERIVING AdS/CFT

How exactly do large N QFTs reorganise themselves into theories of strings? [’t Hooft -’74]

D-brane physics indicates open-closed string duality as the underlying reason [Maldacena-’97]. 

Holes close up and backreaction alters 
the background.

But difficult to see this explicitly 
happen at large . 

Therefore, cannot delineate scope of 
gauge-string duality beyond examples.  
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A DIFFERENT LAMP POST

Shift focus to the corner where we understand the field 
theory but not the bulk.

Look at  i.e. highly curved AdS or tensionless limit.  
Very stringy regime.  [cf. Sundborg, Sezgin-Sundell, …] 

Dictionary:   ;  .

Finite number of holes to sum over at zero coupling.  
Well defined genus expansion.  

Interactions treated perturbatively(free QFT correlators).  

Test cases: , Free  SYM .     
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WHAT CONSTITUTES A DERIVATION?

      

Operational definition: Relate (single trace) gauge invariant (euclidean) correlators to 
perturbative string amplitudes - . 

Based on the dictionary between states: .  ( conformal dimension).

Both sides have autonomous definitions: as a fixed point for QFT on LHS and in terms of a 
perturbative sigma model 2d CFT for the RHS.  Mathematically well posed question.  

Can we make the equality manifest? Can we `tautologise’ the correspondence?
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BACK AND FORTH

      

An apparent asymmetry in this equality. Easier to go from RHS to LHS - Strings to Fields.

To go from Fields to Strings (LHS to RHS), need to reconstruct a worldsheet integrand - not unique. 

Nevertheless can have a canonical or natural form for the correlator on the RHS. 

“From Free Fields to AdS” program to recast QFT correlators into stringy correlators. [R.G. - ’03-’05].

BASIC IDEA: Sum over distinct worldline topologies in Feynman diagrams for a large N theory = Sum 
over distinct worldsheets (moduli space) after gluing up double lines. Canonical prescription. 
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FROM WORLDLINES TO WORLDSHEETS
 

A refinement of ’t Hooft’s idea of associating a genus to double line Feynman graphs [R.G. ’04]. 

SLOGAN: EACH FEYNMAN GRAPH
 A CLOSED WORLDSHEET. #

Implementation of 
open-closed string duality.

Exploits the Strebel parametrisation of  [R.G.’05].&g,n



OPEN-CLOSED TRIPTYCH
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Figure 2: The horizontal trajectories of a Strebel di↵erential. The (double) poles of the Strebel dif-
ferential are denoted by black dots, while the zeros are represented by black crosses. The coloured
lines describe the critical horizontal trajectories that make up the critical Strebel graph, see Sec-
tion ?? for more details.
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STREBEL GRAPHS
The Strebel differential foliates the Riemann surface 
into closed `horizontal trajectories’: . 

Disk domains (faces) each containing one of the  
double poles .   

Separated by a critical graph connecting the zeroes 
- the dual to the (skeleton) graph for the 

Feynman diagram. 

Strebel lengths  = # of 

Wick contractions (Razamat’08) - for large . 
Correlators localised to discrete points on .
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ferential are denoted by black dots, while the zeros are represented by black crosses. The coloured
lines describe the critical horizontal trajectories that make up the critical Strebel graph, see Sec-
tion ?? for more details.
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PROOF OF CONCEPT
Tensionless limit of the  correspondence makes much of this discussion very 
concrete and explicit - can carry through this program

 CLAIM: String Theory on  and  unit of NS-NS flux   free 
Symmetric Orbifold CFT as ;   . [Eberhardt, Gaberdiel, R.G. - ’18-’19].            

 Correlators on LHS computed in terms of branched ( ) covering maps from spacetime 
 to a covering space [Lunin-Mathur ’03]. Now identified with worldsheet . 

 For fixed , discrete number of covering maps  “Feynman diagrams” [Pakman et.al. ’09].   
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PROOF OF CONCEPT (CONTD.)

 For large , each such Feynman diagram  point on , where the Strebel lengths .       
Realisation of correspondence between Feynman diagrams and worldsheets. 

 Obtained through a mapping to a matrix model whose spectral curve gives Strebel differential.  
Also gives the integrand on moduli space in terms of a Nambu-Goto action - Strebel area.

 To close the circle,  need to show that the string worldsheet also gives this localisation on . 

Worldsheet correlators in the  string theory indeed . [E.G.G.’19]. Integrand 

given by semiclassical worldsheet action - agrees with Strebel Area. 

 Also follows from a twistorial incidence relation . [Dei, Gaberdiel, R.G., Knighton ’20] 
- c.f. Bob’s talk. 
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TENSIONLESS STRINGS ON AdS3

Novel features of the worldsheet theory in the tensionless limit:

1. Free field (GLSM) description [ ] despite being highly curved  - like . 

2. In terms of holomorphic twistor variables: 2 symplectic bosons ( ) and 2 fermions (+ conjugates). 

3. Spectrally flowed sectors  of the WZW model  twisted sectors  of dual orbifold CFT. 

4. Worldsheet correlators of these sectors are delta function localised to discrete points on .

5. Semiclassical worldsheet which is essentially at the boundary of  - gives Lunin-Mathur correlators.  
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TENSIONLESS STRINGS ON AdS5

Twistorial Gauged Linear Sigma Model for 

[Gaberdiel-R. G. ’21]
AdS5 * S5 : YI = (&†

", !†·", '†
a); ZI = (!", & ·", 'a) .

Twistorial Gauged Linear Sigma Model for 
AdS3 * S3 : YI = ((", )*); ZI = (%", '*) .

Ambitwistor Open String Theory 
[Berkovits’04; Mason-Skinner’13]

(YI, ZI) BMN Light Cone Gauge String Theory
[Berenstein-Maldacena-Nastase ’02]



FREE FIELDS ON THE WORLDSHEET
Twistor fields  give a free field representation of 

, through bilinears  (with  - projects out the ). 

Crucial ingredient of spectral flow - automorphism of  - labelled by .

And a spectrally flowed vacuum  annihilated by positive tilde modes. 

Generates new non-highest weight (affine) representations in terms of original modes. 
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SPECTRALLY FLOWED SECTORS

For each  consider Fock space built on  by a finite number of “wedge modes”:  

As well as “out-of-the-wedge” modes  with . 

NS sector,  Ramond sector: has only zero modes in the wedge. These 
generate the singleton representation of the superconformal group PSU(2,2|4). 

An analogy:  plays the role of  in light-cone gauge of BMN string. 
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* Spectrally flowed generators : →
R - current

In = On - wsn.es ; En= Cn ; Én= Rn - wsn . .
Dilatation ← ↳ central term

⇒ In = Lu- w Cdn-12nF BMN - like
.

↳ Worldsheet Virasoro

* For the wedge modes are zero modes ← Ramond repn.



PHYSICAL GAUGE AND SPECTRUM

CLAIM:  In a “physical gauge” can gauge away out-of-the-wedge modes leaving only the wedge 
modes  (with ) - left with  bits.  Underlying worldsheet ?

Further, impose residual physical state conditions  

Condition A  discrete translation invariance on a worldsheet with  bits (cyclicity).

Condition B  Each of the individual bits at each “site” form a singleton. 
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FREE  SYM FROM THE WORLDSHEET$ = 4
Reproduces precisely the large N gauge invariant spectrum of single trace operators (  letters) in 

 SYM : .

Singleton  single letters of SYM .

Can again consider the generalisation of twistor space covering maps on the worldsheet. 

When all the points  lie on a plane, have covering maps like in . 

The Strebel differential on the worldsheet gives the propagators of YM correlators: .          

From Nambu-Goto action with worldsheet metric given in “Strebel gauge”:  .   
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OUTLOOK

Exhibited test cases (tensionless ) where the general program of 
reassembling large N QFTs into string theories can be explicitly carried out. 

Could also close the circle from strings to fields due to a tractable worldsheet theory. 

Holds out the hope that we can use this program to generalise to large N QFTs in general. 

General lessons from the worldsheet theory - underlying topological string? 

Connection to String Field Theory - Strebel Parametrisation of  and “Strebel Gauge”.

Non-perturbative effects - construct a SFT for strings on  with , NS-NS flux.  

AdS3/CFT2, AdS5/CFT4
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